Greetings from the President

Chris Sanderson, NRT Driver

I am so proud to offer our new Kitsaki
Update that will begin a regular focus
on our excellent employees. We will
continue to provide business highlights
in future articles, but thought it was
appropriate to tell the stories of our
“Kitsaki family of employees” who
make such a difference and are the
reason why we are successful.
At Kitsaki, we are proud of our
continued and ongoing commitment
Tammy Cook-Searson,
to Aboriginal training and employment.
President
75 percent of our total work force are
residents of the north and up to 70 percent are aboriginal. We
continue to provide significant employment opportunities for
all Saskatchewan residents and hope to recruit more as we as
grow.
The summer season has been quite eventful and we continue
to resolve issues as a result of the forest fires and evacuation
of so many communities. When we were asked to participate
with Potash Corporation on the Northern community hamper
program, we did not hesitate to become involved, and are
so thankful for the assistance and generosity shown by so
many of our corporations and Saskatchewan residents. It was
unbelievable to see so many come together at time of need,
and I would like to give special thanks to all these people:
Thank you to all the sponsors, we sincerely appreciate all you
have done for our communities.
Thank you to the Kitsaki Group of Companies for going the
extra mile while at the same time ensuring that they continued
to provide the best possible service with little to no interruption
through this difficult time.
Thank you to our staff and managers who have proven again
how truly committed they are to the well-being of our northern
communities. We appreciate your dedication, professionalism,
and always representing your family, community and
company so well.

Chris Sanderson hasn’t gotten tired of driving his truck even after 13 years on the road.
“It’s interesting still,” he explains. “The things you see on the road: wild life, accidents, fires, snowstorms and weather conditions.
And it helps pay the bills.”
Chris is a Lac La Ronge Indian Band member who grew up in the area and had his first job fighting fires for his dad in the early
1980s. He moved to Flin Flon for schooling and then to Saskatoon for work. His sister, Anna, was working in the LLRIB band
office and told him about a truck driver training program with Northern Resource Trucking (NRTLP) out of La Ronge.
“She knew a couple of guys who got accepted from the North and she told me to apply,” he remembers. And he’s been
working with NRTLP since then, with the exception of two years in the middle when he worked with a family member.
He has one route these days, driving groceries from Saskatoon to the mine in McArthur River twice a week, and occasionally
bringing a load back to Saskatoon.
A typical day has him leaving Saskatoon in the morning with his 53-foot refrigerated reefer van about three-quarters full with
groceries. He drives steadily for two hours and twenty minutes before stopping for noon dinner. Then it’s an hour and a half
driving to the Hall Lake corner, when everything slows down because he switches to gravel roads. Chris does tire checks
every two hours. Safety is a huge part of the job. It’s another two and half hours to Pinehouse where he takes a 15 minute
break and does a vehicle test to make sure everything is still fine, in particular tires and fluid. He drives two more hours to a
pullout where he does another vehicle check, then an hour and a half to Key Lake. He gets approved to go by the guard
house, does a tire check, and goes through another security card house to get into mine. From there he continues on another hour and 15 minutes to McArthur
River. Once he arrives safely, he has an eight-hour break which he uses to sleep. Then he’s up at 6am, has breakfast, unloads his truck, and heads home. Once he’s
home, fuels up the truck and gets ready for the next load.
Chris notices changes on his route throughout the seasons. “It was all green last summer,” he says. “Now it’s all black from the fires, all the way from Hall Lake past
Pinehouse.”
He also pays attention to the road conditions, from the frequency of the graders to the weather, and in spite of bad conditions, has had no accidents. Snowstorms
are the worst, and he mentions a bad one that added almost three hours to his trip. The weather has forced him to pull over a few times because of blowing snow
or rain, or sometimes he gets snowed in and has to wait for a grader to go through first to clear his way out. But he also sees accidents that are so severe that the
highway is blocked off until an emergency vehicle can come remove the people.
Chris always drives alone, but he did recently bring his daughter along for a trip. She had graduated from school and got a job, and was interested in what he did.
He made arrangements for her to be allowed entry into the high security mine so she could travel with him. “She found it boring,” he laughs, “I don’t think she’ll be
a trucker!”
So he’s back to driving alone and listening to the radio for his company. “I’ve got satellite radio, so lots to choose from - radio classics, 80s, Bruce Springsteen, sports!”

Cindy Johnson, Benefits Supervisor, FNISLP
When Cindy Johnson began working at First Nations Insurance Services Limited
Partnership (FNISLP) 24 years ago, buying insurance was not a common practice
for First Nations organizations and individuals.
FNISLP was started by Kitsaki in 1987 and Peter Ballantyne Cree Nation invested
in 2000. The goal was to meet the unique needs of employees of First Nations
bands, their institutions and businesses and to assist in the preservation of health
rights of First Nations people under the Treaties.
FNISLP offers clients Group Pension Plans, and benefits including Dental, Vision,
Life Insurance, Short and Long Term Disability, Employee Family Assistance
Programs, Critical Illness Insurance, and even specialty plans for Chiefs,
Councillors, Senators, Elders, Board Members and seasonal workers.

Greetings from the CEO
This is a special issue of the Kitsaki
Update! We are very pleased to
highlight our most precious resource,
our employees! Our employees are
the backbone of our organization and
without them, we are nothing. We
employ around 1000 employees at
any given time, with some fluctuation
depending on what projects we
are involved with. During busy times
this number can be as high as 1400
employees. This issue recognizes the
Russell Roberts, CEO
outstanding stories of hard work and
accomplishment by some of our employees. We hope to
make this a regular part of our Updates.
We are also pleased to feature our Northern community
hamper program. We were able to help as many as
30 communities and some 13,000 people in northern
Saskatchewan who were devastated by the fires this past
summer. Although it was a challenging project logistically,
our sponsors Potash Corporation, Northern Resource Trucking,
Athabasca Catering and Pratt’s really came through for
us. We are so thankful to everyone who contributed to the
program, including so many Saskatchewan companies and
groups of volunteers who made this all happen. It was truly
rewarding to be part of this exciting project.
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Cindy is pleased that now most First Nations organizations and increasing
numbers of individuals have some kind of insurance.
“They see the importance of having insurance, of protecting their health and
their lives,” she explains. “For example, one in three people will become disabled
in their lifetime. Disability Insurance protects their ability to continue earning an
income. We have a lot of disability claims running at the moment.”
Another example she gives is the importance of having a pension plan.
Unfortunately, she says the government recently came out with new unlocking
laws (in 2008) which enable individuals to withdraw their pension savings, leaving
them with very little to live on when they actually retire - only Old Age Security
and the Canada Pension Plan, if they paid in to it. She tried to encourage people
to keep their money in their pension, but admits, “It’s their money, they can do
what they want with it!”
Cindy is a member of Ahtahkakoop Cree Nation and has lived in Prince Albert
most of her life.
“I did want to leave PA at one point, when I finished high school,” she says, “But
I went to school at SIAST, took business admin, and I just set my roots here. I met
my husband and had four children, and never left.”
One of her first jobs was working on the reserve as a teenaged summer student.
They did a lot of construction work and pouring cement, which got Cindy into
good physical shape, and she used to be able to swim across the Sandy Lake.
After she finished business administration, she got a job at a gas station and at
First Nations Insurance, and worked both jobs for a few years until she decided
to keep only the job with First Nations Insurance.
Cindy started as a receptionist, became a licensed agent, and has steadily
worked her way into the job of benefits supervisor. When asked why she stuck
around when times were so tough in the beginning, she laughs, “I liked working
here. I liked working with the people. I was just happy to have a job at the time.”
She adds, “I liked the job and to this day I like the job. The insurance industry is
interesting. It’s always changing, it’s not boring by any means. You’re always
learning.”

As a benefits supervisor, she answers
questions for clients and staff and
does what she can to help them. She
provides benefit reviews to their clients,
goes to trade shows to tell people about
First Nations Insurance, sells individual
retirement, life insurance products and
health plans as well as group products.
She also works with Insurers to ensure
contracts and benefits are in keeping
with their end of the agreement and
requests changes. When required, she
keeps the master administration manual
and booklets up-to-date, ensures the
FNISLP website is up-to-date, does quotes
for current and prospective clients, and
helps with the renewal process.
A recent and challenging task has
been to assist with the renewal process,
which requires number crunching for
rates. FNISLP has developed a number
of spreadsheets with formulas for FNISLP
Plan client groups matched with the rates/premiums associated with each of
the benefits the company offers. They take into consideration the information
from insurance companies regarding the proposed percentage increases or
decreases in rates and then determine what the rate will be.
“I like working with numbers,” she explains, “Making things work, formulas. Math
was one of my strong subjects in school.”
Cindy is well-respected among the other employees at FNISLP, and General
Manager, Helen Burgess, has only good things to say about her.
“She is a wealth of knowledge that I still draw upon often,” says Helen. “She
continues to be of an eager nature - eager to learn more, eager to provide
excellent products and service to our clients, and eager to do her part to keep
our book of business growing and improving. She is very highly valued, not only
by me, but by all the employees at FNISLP, and by our group of clients.”
Helen notes that because she is the employee with the longest term of
employment, she has become the most widely-versed employee at FNISLP. She
has been witness to the very early days when the brokerage was first being set
up and when client numbers were low, and she has been there through the
thick and the thin of all of the growth and development over the past 24 years.
In addition to Cindy’s hard-working nature, she also likes being spontaneous,
especially when it comes to travel.
“I’ll just up and go somewhere,” she laughs. “This past weekend I went to visit
my daughter in Weyburn. I like going everywhere. I’m not one to sit around and
do nothing. But I’m not the gardening type or anything like that, unfortunately!”
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Families evacuated by forest
fires receive support
The sky was orange with flames and filled with
smoke when Nora Charles packed up her car
and left La Ronge. She picked up her brother and
his partner in Prince Albert and drove them to
Saskatoon, where she stayed with her daughter,
Sylvia Charles. Other family members stayed in
Prince Albert or went to Regina or Cold Lake.
“It was hard,” she remembers. “We would go to the
[evacuation] centres all the time for news. People
would talk and we would see when we could go
home. No, not today. Not today. And then finally,
almost a month later, I could come home.”
But returning home didn’t mean everything was
back to normal.
“Our houses were awful,” says Nora. “There was
a major clean up. There was soot and ashes and
a smoky smell. Plus we had nothing in our houses,
nothing to eat. So the hampers came in really
good.”
The community hamper project was a massive
undertaking initiated by Kitsaki Management and
PotashCorp to provide short term food relief for
forest fire evacuees. The food hampers were filled
with non-perishable items such as soups, canned
vegetables, pasta, powdered milk and other items
that people could use while local services, such as
grocery stores, were getting ready to re-open.
Both Kitsaki and Potash Corp contributed $50,000
towards putting together and distributing 5000
hampers in over 30 communities. It required
coordination among many companies and
organizations to implement, some of which were
subsidiary companies of Kitsaki, including Northern
Resource Trucking (NRT) which delivered the food
hampers to northern communities, and Athabasca
Catering, which along with Pratt’s Wholesale, was
involved with the purchase, packaging, and initial
warehousing of the food hampers.
Natasha
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for Kitsaki Management, played a key role in
organizing the hamper project. She grew up
in Pinehouse Lake and La Ronge and saw her
sister taking in more than 20 people in her Prince
Albert home when their home communities were
evacuated.
“What I thought about the most, while working
on the community hamper project, was what my
friends and family were going through and how
hard it must be for them,” she explains. “I could
have easily been one of the evacuees if I wasn’t
where I am today. I could have easily been in
one of the evacuation centres. I could have easily
been sleeping on a cot. I could have easily been
the one with just a couple sets of clothes, just
wishing I was home. I hated to think that my family
and friends felt helpless, that they may not have a
home to return to.”
Natasha worked with her colleague, Ashley
Charles, who was working out of the Saskatoon
office after being evacuated from Kitsaki’s La
Ronge office. To figure out how many hampers
would be needed for each community, they
did research on each community’s population
numbers as well as tried to track down community
leaders to figure out who was evacuated and how
many were in each family. She also kept in touch
with them about when and where they would be
receiving the hampers so they could make sure
they had enough people on their end to unload
the trucks when the hampers arrived.

“Two of my sisters, a friend from Prince Albert, my
daughter and her friend, two employees from
CanNorth [a Kitsaki subsidiary], and an employee
from Athabasca Catering who also drove us there
in the passenger van,” recalls Natasha. “We left
Saskatoon at 10 am and arrived back about 8pm
that evening. There was also a large group there
from Church of Latter Day Saints volunteering their
time. I believe we put together roughly around 1600
hampers or so. It was amazing to see everyone
come together for a good cause.”
Natasha worked with Glen Ertell at Northern
Resource Trucking (NRT) to plan the logistics, for
example, when truckloads of potatoes, sugar
and flour would be picked up and delivered from
Regina or from the Saskatoon Pratts loading dock,
and then on to the community.
“At times we had up to 5 NRT trucks at bays, moving
products from one truck to the next, as well as
figuring out products (flour, sugar, and potatoes)
on the warehouse floor, making sure the quantities
were correct for each truck,” she describes. She
adds a big thanks to Derek at Pratts, as well as
drivers at NRT that were there to help.
Pinehouse was one of the communities that
received hampers and Mayor Mike Natomagan
said they made a real difference in the lives of the
community members.

“When we contacted the communities directly,
some small communities just said they were OK
and that the donations should go to those who
were harder hit,” remembers Natasha.

“We were in a bad situation,” he says. “We were
in absolutely dire need for what Kitsaki did for our
community. We were out of power for about seven
days. So the people who came home, they had
to clean up and were left with nothing. These gifts
were greatly appreciated by a lot of our families.”

Once the numbers were agreed upon and the
food was ordered, there was the challenge of
physically filling the hampers. At the last minute,
there was a call for more volunteers at the Regina
Food Bank to help do hampers, so Natasha pulled
together a group and headed south.

Mike stayed in the community during the fires to
provide assistance to the workers. He says his throat
and eyes were sore from working in the smoke, and
they all missed their families. Now we are home and
feel a lot of gratefulness. Oh man, what a great,
great relief, when people could come home.”
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Monelle Bailey, Human Resources, ACLP

Mike Rogers, Supervisor, KPLP
Taking his friends’ advice has paid off for Mike Rogers. At age 18, he moved from La Ronge to Nanaimo, B.C. to look for work and ran into a woman from
Saskatchewan. It turns out they both had a friend in common who had just started work with SaskPower. “He was from my home town, a guy I used to ride the
bus with,” says Mike. “She put me in touch with him, he explained the job to me, and it sounded like something I wanted to do. I didn’t have my grade 12, so
he said, “Finish your grade 12 and give me a call.””
Mike finished his grade 12 and called him six months later, and was put in touch with one of the supervisors. “I started calling one of the supervisors every week
for six months,” laughs Mike. “I was hounding them!”
He had previously gone through CanSask career employment to get help with his resume and one of the workers had told him to be persistent, and her
explanation turned his thinking around about himself and his abilities. “She said, “Why wouldn’t they hire you?”” remembers Mike. “You’re a young kid, you’ve
got a long career ahead of you, you’re fit, why wouldn’t the company want you?” So he kept calling and after six months, they called back. He says now he
knows they only do their hiring once a year and maybe they would have called him anyway in another six months without all his phone calls! But he’s glad he
did it the way he did.
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He started working for SaskPower in Meadow Lake and over the next 12 years, got his journeyman ticket and worked in Prince Albert, Lloydminster, and
Saskatoon. A friend of his, Kelly, who had been working with Mike at SaskPower, decided to move to Kitsaki and do work on their power line construction
project. He encouraged Mike to just meet with Kitsaki and hear what they did. “I really was happy at SaskPower, honestly,” he says. “But I met with Terry Helary
and another guy in La Ronge and chatted, just tried to feel them out. It sounded really interesting, and I really wanted to be involved in Aboriginal hiring and
recruitment and be part of building a representative work force.”
Mike credits his grandfather with making him understand the importance of creating jobs and opportunities for community members. “My grandpa was big
into the wild rice industry and he created a lot of jobs for a lot of people,” states Mike. “I was always very proud of that, and of him and what he did. Just to
feel like I’ve followed in his footsteps, I take a lot of pride in that.”
The Kitsaki Projects Power Line division is relatively new and Mike was motivated by what could be accomplished. He decided to move over to Kitsaki and
started this past summer. “There’s an abundance of work, the potential is huge,” he says. “If I can get out there and do a good job and help create a good
reputation for the company, it will grow and we can hire more Aboriginal people.” He also gets to work with his friend, Kelly Hewison, again, and is enjoying
getting to know the rest of the team, including his boss, Gerald Gervais. “Gerald, the way that guy believes in me, it’s awesome, it’s very motivating,”
comments Mike.
Mike manages crews from the beginning to the end of the power line project – organizing the
area before the crew gets there by locating and staking it, and then training and supporting
the crew once they’re on site. Many of the employees are new, so he does a lot of on-the-job
training. He believes he is the only journeyman power line technician from the Lac La Ronge
Indian Band. “My goal is to be a role model to the youth in the community,” he says. “For
people back home to see that kid from La Ronge that made something. I’m proud of myself
for sticking to something long term and finding a career that I’m good at. I’ve realized I’m a
good worker. I am reliable, capable, and I can be a valuable asset to a company.”
He’s currently working on a job in La Ronge, and travels regularly back to Saskatoon to see his
daughters, age 2 and 4. “They are the centre of my life. I love being a dad.”
He also really enjoys the challenge and supportive culture of Crossfit. He’s started coaching
and competing in Olympic weight-lifting and other Crossfit competitions. “I like that there’s
a lot of like-minded, healthy people there,” he says. “People are always very willing to help
each other and celebrate each other’s successes. I find it very motivating.”
He feels good about balancing the demands of work, family and Crossfit.
“I’m looking forward to new experiences and challenging myself,” states Mike. “I’m looking forward to how far I can take this.”

Natasha Gillert, Communications Coordinator, KMLP
Natasha Gillert has come a long way in her career and enjoyed life in many communities along the way. Now she has now
earned the career she has always wanted. A Lac La Ronge Band member, she grew up with her mom and family in Pinehouse.
Her mom was a single mom and determined to work, so the family moved to La Ronge, and later Regina, with a few other stops
too.
In later years, Natasha worked at the La Ronge Hotel and Suites, Wapawekka Lumber in Prince Albert, and Mifab Manufacturing
in North Battleford. Then Natasha moved to Prince Albert for the first year of business school and completed the second year of
the program in Moose Jaw. After that, she moved to Saskatoon and started working for Kitsaki Management as an Administrative
Assistant.
She credits moving to different communities in her childhood as one of the main reasons that she and her sisters have good
careers.
“One is a nurse and the other is a teacher and we’ve talked about how the main thing for us was being able to leave our
community to better ourselves,” she says. “I think a lot of people from smaller communities are scared to be away. We were
lucky because we moved around so much with my mom, that we got a taste of the world out there. It was easier for us to leave
and get a better education.” Natasha’s brothers also have good careers and the whole immediate family lives in either Saskatoon or Prince Albert.
Natasha says taking advantage of services and resources to support you when you are away, is of key importance. “When I was in Moose Jaw, there was an
Aboriginal counsellor,” she remembers. “Being so far away from home and with a small child was really difficult and I credit her for helping me stick to it and
getting it done.”
She also is thankful for the support from the Lac La Ronge Indian Band which gave her funding for school including tuition, supplies, books and a monthly
allowance.
After working at Kitsaki for a few years doing administration, Natasha started to get bored. She had been doing artwork as a hobby and noticed that Kitsaki
didn’t have enough of its own promotional material or websites. “I did some researching online and did a pretty simple webpage for Kitsaki,” she says,
“And also from learning on my own, I did a brochure. And I really enjoyed it!” She talked to her managers after checking into some possible courses and
made an arrangement that she would take a partial leave for schooling and come back as Communications Coordinator. So she enrolled in a New Media
Communications course at SIAST.
“School totally confirmed that I liked this type of work,” she says. “I found my niche, it was what I was meant to do. And it all fell into place, because I had the
business background also.” She says she actually went into the program to learn more about web design and programming, and admits she does find the
technical aspect with coding “really cool,” but discovered she loves graphic design more than anything.
“The neat thing about the SIAST program is it is really well-rounded, so I gained experience with photography, video, and graphic and web design,” she says.
“So you really get a feel of everything.” She received her New Media Communications certificate with distinction, as well as an Applied certificate for Website
Design and Development. Since then, she’s been busy working on many websites and brochures for many different Kitsaki businesses. But she emphasizes it
doesn’t feel like work and is especially appreciative of Kitsaki for helping her find her niche.
Kitsaki’s head office is a small one, so when a big job comes along everyone has to chip in. When the fires disrupted the lives of most of Northern Saskatchewan,
Kitsaki coordinated the purchase and distribution of 10 semi truckloads of food to over 5,000 families. Natasha was a huge part of this effort, making sure the
right food got to the right communities. It was a huge undertaking and Natasha went above and beyond what was needed.
Natasha has also become an avid golfer, artist, photographer, and has recently been improving her beading and moccasin making skills!
“Kitsaki has been really good to me,” says Natasha. “There was a time I was getting bored and feeling like I should move on. But they helped me become who
I am today because they helped me return to school and let my career grow and evolve”
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Staying true to herself has landed Monelle Bailey in a
job that feels less like work and more like being part
of a family.

“I love it,” she laughs. “Some days more than others,
but as a rule, I love it. And I enjoy the people I work
with.”

She was born and raised in Prince Albert, and after
graduating from high school decided to become
a teacher. She finished the Saskatchewan Urban
Native Teacher Education Program (SUNTEP) and
taught elementary school for three years followed
by a year of teaching adults and then substitute
teaching. “I realized I didn’t enjoy teaching,” she
remembers. “I didn’t feel like I would be able to
make the kind of difference in my students lives that
I wanted to make.”

She was hired to do Human Resources, which is what
she wanted to do all along. She describes the job as
doing a bit of everything.

She had always been interested in going into
Human Resources so she went back to school and
graduated from Saskatchewan Indian Institute of
Technologies (SIIT) with a business management
diploma. She also went back to school with a new
approach.
“When I was younger, I wasn’t a very successful
student,” she says. “After I graduated from university,
I discovered that I had ADD [Attention Deficit
Hyperactivity Disorder]. So when I went back to SIIT,
I adjusted my learning according to that and I was
much more successful. She explains that in university,
she used to be like everyone else and prefer to sit at
the back of the class. Knowing she had ADD, when
she went to SIIT, she made sure to sit at the front so
she wouldn’t get distracted and also made sure to
attend classes every day. “I graduated with perfect
attendance and the highest GPA in 2 years!” she
says.
She got a job at an outfitting camp, then at a retail
store, but neither were the right fit. She kept trying.
She went to work as program coordinator at the
Friendship Centre, and although she enjoyed it, it still
wasn’t what she was looking for. Then she got a job
with Athabasca Catering in 2008.

“I’m there for the company to make sure policies
and procedures are being followed, I’m there
for the clients to ensure the guidelines are being
followed for them, for example, certain mandatory
training that has to be done. But more that, I feel I’m
there for the employees. If someone needs help with
government paperwork, I’m there.”
She explains that often the employees are involved
in different government agencies that require
complicated responses and paperwork. “Sometimes
they don’t know how to respond and make sure their
rights are being respected,” she describes. “I’ll sit
down with them and help them fill out forms, figure
out who to contact and how to contact them. This is
the stuff I really like doing, and it’s above my regular
duties.” Her regular duties involve a generally fixed
schedule of flying out to the Rabbit Lake mine on
Tuesday mornings at 8, and flying home Friday
mornings. It’s a 300 person camp with the staff
living in trailers. “We all live together, we’re like a
family,” she says. “It’s like a family atmosphere and
people from other companies are like an extended
family. And they feed us really good out there! We
have excellent chefs and bakers. We always have
homemade baked goods.”
In the evenings, some people go to their rooms and
watch TV, but there are also wellness workers that
arrange different types of sports and entertainment.
They have bingo and casino nights once in a while.
Every camp has a music room with instruments for
people to play. Sometimes they go fishing in the
summer, which Monelle really likes!
“I love being up North, on most days!” she says. “But
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sometimes I really
miss coming home
at night into my own
bed and having
my own space in
the evening. And
being involved in
the community. I
used to be involved
with the Friendship
Centres and the
Metis Locals doing
stuff with the elders
and youth.”

The Summer of 2015 will be
memorable for the people of
Northern Saskatchewan for two
very important reasons.

She did a term
as a President of
Metis Women of
Saskatchewan,
and is now VicePresident, and credits Athabasca Catering for giving
her the flexibility she needs to be able to leave work
to attend the meetings. This ability to accommodate
her interests is an important reason that she stays.
That, and the family culture they instill in their
employees.
Monelle has eight grandchildren and two sons. Five
years ago, her eldest son passed away and she is so
appreciative of how Athabasca Catering supported
her in that difficult time.
“The company helped me out, made sure I had
enough money to have the funeral,” she explains.
“And there were some details I wasn’t aware of, and
the staff called me and helped me with them. I really
felt like they had my back.”
“Some of us stumble and fall along the way and
some of us have grown so much,” she says. “It all just
makes us closer as a family. It’s pretty nice.”

Chrissie Quewezance, Office Manager, Dakota Dunes Golf
Golf has played a major part in Chrissie’s life for most of her life. “Golf is a big family sport,” she says. “In high school, I
used to play ball, but all my family golfed. So I eventually I moved over to golf. I’m from Yellow Quill First Nation, and
Greenwater Provincial Park was my family’s golfing territory.”
When she finished high school, Chrissie did a year of university in Arts and Science but wasn’t sure what she wanted
to do. She left to work for about a year, and then found her niche in a professional golf management program being
offered as a pilot program at Saskatchewan Indian Institute of Technologies (SIIT). It was brokered through Lethbridge
College in Alberta and was the first and only time to be offered in Saskatchewan.
It was as part of this SIIT golf management program that Chrissie got a summer student job at Dakota Dunes Golf Links.
She loved working there and applied to be a clerk in the Pro-Shop afterwards, where she stayed for five summers.
She maintained a job with Saskatoon Tribal Council Health Centres as a Health and Immunization Assistant during the
winters, and then every spring, she would be laid off and go work at Dakota Dunes.
About four years ago, the former office manager at Dakota Dunes Golf Links was getting ready to retire. “My boss, the
head Golf Pro, referred me for the position,” remembers Chrissie. “And then the office manager started training me as
she got ready to retire. I worked a couple of days a week in the office for a couple of years until I became full-time office
manager a little over two years ago.”
Her job includes all the accounting, payroll, some involvement in the advertising, and organizing junior golf lessons for
kids in the community, which is one of her highlights. As perks, she gets to play tournaments and fill in when someone needs another player. “Being a part of the
team is pretty cool,” she says. “And getting to know the members and seeing them every day. A lot of my family now live in Saskatoon, so they come out and play.
My dad comes to golf with me at least once a week. And I get to take out my nieces and nephews now and teach them the game. I love being out here.”
She thinks she moved up into this position because she wanted to be more involved. “I asked to have more responsibilities and to learn more about the industry,
and that proved that I did want to move up. And it worked for me!” she laughs. “I like what golf has taught me, patience and discipline. And it’s completely stressfree for me. It’s my place to go and just relax.”

Emm Sim, Traditional Land Use Specialist, CanNorth
Emma Sim’s work, school and
personal life have converged. She
just started work this past June with
CanNorth as a Traditional Land Use
Specialist, researching how land
and resources in the Lac la Ronge
region were traditionally used.
She is doing her Masters on how
indigenous peoples use historical
documents to prove traditional
land use and intellectual property
in their own litigations, for example,
in a Duty to Consult process for a
proposed mining site or highway
construction. And she is a member
of the Lac La Ronge Band (LLRIB).
“It feels rewarding for a number of reasons,” says Emma. “My work through
school and with CanNorth is formally documenting necessary information for the
future generations, not just for the band, but the community and the province
and the history of indigenous people in this area.”
Although Emma was born and grew up in Saskatoon, her family still lives in La
Ronge and she feels strong ties to the community. The LLRIB also supported her
to finish her undergraduate degree in at the University of Saskatchewan in Native
Studies and Anthropology. Her Masters research in Native Studies is focused on
her interest in how indigenous groups interact with each other and with the
Canadian government. “One of the challenges is that indigenous people

haven’t documented their knowledge in the same manner that Euro-Canadian
peoples have, they have used oral history,” she explains. “So I go through written
documents looking for information about land use. It is primarily documents by
federal government, with much of the information put in by early missionaries. So
if you keep the historical context in mind, you can read under the lines and find
the information there.”
She also talks a lot with people about their knowledge of how the land was
used before, and how it is being used now, covering ground from archeological
periods to the modern day. She asks about different areas that are important
to the community: resources such as berries, medicinal plants, and birch bark,
to traditional hunting areas, migration routes, areas that were, or are, more
prominent with certain animals, and whose families lived in certain areas and
who now has cabins in a particular area. She also discusses land that is significant
for spiritual or for cultural practices. “It’s amazing how many people correlate
each other’s material,” says Sim. “There’s so much agreement about what areas
you can expect to find certain resources. It’s been community knowledge for
so long – the migration routes and important knowledge for living off that area.”
She emphasizes that scientific knowledge is obviously required for preservation
resource management, but at the same time, the social and the community
knowledge that northerners have is just as important. “Just hearing these stories
and knowing these are so important to the people in the community and the
whole of the region. It’s feels good to be involved with that.”
CanNorth plans to publish land use reports and share them with the band
communities.
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City of Prince Albert
CIBC
Continental Mine &
Industrial Supply
Daryl Schatz
First Baptist Church
First Nations Bank of
Canada
Henry Feldkamp
Lions Clubs International
Kurt Wintermute Law
Consulting
Miller Thompson Lawyers
MNP LLP
Outlook & District Food Bank
Penny Yeager Law
Consulting
PotashCorp
Procon Mining and
Tunnelling Ltd.
RBC Dominion Securities
Saskatchewan Blue Cross
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

SaskEnergy Employees
SaskPower
SaskTel
SGEU Education Sector
Sask Government and
General
T. John Agioritis Law
Consulting
Trimac Transportation Ltd.
United Steelworkers
Valard Construction LP
Valard Geomatics Ltd.
Wright Construction Western
905086 Alberta Ltd.
Various Individual Donations

Firstly , because rampant forest fires drove our families
and friends from our homes. We had to wait and
prey while fire, heat and wind fought with firefighters,
helicopters and water bombers. The outcome of the
fight would determine if we had homes or not. Our
Elders, our babies and those in between escaped by
whatever means were available to us. Many in the
North do not have cars. Convoys of busses took us to
unknown destinations and wonderful volunteers helped
provide us with temporary shelter and food. We are so
thankful with the ultimate outcome that saved almost
all of our homes. But the escape, and our time away
from our homes and our jobs cost evacuees money
that they often did not have. The absence from home
for so long meant our food spoiled in our refrigerators
and on our counters. So many Northerners did not have
the money, after the evacuation, to buy groceries.
Secondly we will remember the thousands of volunteers
and financial contributors LIKE YOU for helping us.
With your help and the matching donations of Kitsaki
Management Limited Partnership and PotashCorp
we delivered over 5,000 grocery hampers worth
nearly $300,000 to over 30 Northern communities. The
program was coordinated by Kitsaki using services
from Athabasca Catering and delivered by Northern
Resource Trucking. The Food Banks of Saskatchewan
and so many volunteers including those from the
Church of Latter Day Saints worked long hours in a
short time to make the program a success. Thank you
and Thank you again. Or as we say in Cree Teniki!
					

Chief Cook Searson

Kitsaki Management
thanks you for your
generous contributions!

